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The central topic of this paper is the semigroups S for which every pointed 
S-set is injective. For this it is necessary that every nonempty left ideal be 
principal with an idempotent generator. That condition makes S a very 
well-behaved orthodox semigroup which we call left beat@. The same condi- 
tion on right ideals too would be sufficient, but that is too strong. 
In left beatific semigroups there is a notion of conjugates xex, where 
XXX = x and xxx = X. The reverse x is not determined by x, but XX is, and 
for idempotent e, e and x determine xex. Then every pointed S-set is injec- 
tive if and only if each nonempty left ideal has the form Se, where e2 = e 
and for x, y not in Se, if Sxex = Syer then xex = yey. Paraphrased: Con- 
jugates of e from above may differ vertically but not horizontally. These 
semigroups are called left canonic. 
Several related questions reduce to this or to less. It is not possible that 
all S-sets are injective, but nonempty ones are if and only if S is left canonic 
with zero (or empty). All S-sets (or nonempty ones, or pointed S-sets) are 
projective if and only if S is empty. The results change only trivially if one 
considers semigroups with 1 acting as identity on S-sets or with 0 acting as a 
constant. 
The structure of left beatific semigroups can be analyzed into three parts. 
This theory must be a specialization of a description announced, and partially 
published [3], by Hall for all orthodox semigroups. Naturally the beatific 
case is neater. The canonic case cannot be much better, for every left beatific 
semigroup can be embedded in a left canonic semigroup. 
Every regular semigroup S has an inverse semigroup reflection T. In our 
case, even in Hall’s, the idempotents of S form a subsemigroup I, which is 
left beatific if and only if S is. It seems that in general 1 determines a universal 
regular semigroup conj I whose idempotent part is 1, with a homomorphism 
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,E S + conj I. Inverse reflection yields u: T -+ act I. Here a is not an 
arbitrary homomorphism, but (for beatific S) u is precisely an arbitrary 
homomorphism inducing an order isomorphism between the left ideals of T 
and of act 1. The general left beatific semigroup S is a sort of semidirect 
product of a general left beatific band I and an inverse beatific semigroup T 
of the same ideal length, acting on I by a: T --+ act I. 
The two-sided canonic (= inverse beatific) semigroups have been char- 
acterized by Feller and Gantos [2]. Two of their minor results are reproduced 
in this paper, as 1.2 and 2.1, so that this paper is nearly self-contained. 
1. Most of this paper could be equally well expressed for semigroups 
or for monoids. In any case, some work is required to deduce the second 
version of the results. 
Let S be a semigroup. An S-set (or Zeft S-set) consists of a set A and a 
semigroup homomorphism o: S + hom(A, A). We write xu for o(x)(a). The 
S-sets (for fixed S) form a balanced category whose monomorphisms are 
one-to-one and epimorphisms onto; so the meaning of projective and injective 
for S-sets is unambiguous. The same is true for unital M-sets over a monoid 
M, and for pointed S-(or unital M-)sets. The latter may be defined equiv- 
alently as an S-set (mutatis mutandis) A with a morphism 0: P -+ A 
from a singleton S-set P, or as a pointed set A with a homomorphism 
o: S-+ hom(A, A). 
1 .l. If M is a monoid having more than one element, then not every unital 
M-set is projective. 
Proof. In case M is a group (not of one element), the singleton M-set 
is not projective. If M has nonunits and they are closed under multiplication, 
one can form a nonprojective quotient of a free unital M-set on two gener- 
ators a, b, by identifying na with nb for each nonunit n. 
There remains the case that some unit is a product of two nonunits. Then 
evidently 1 is a product of nonunits pi. Form the direct limit of a sequence of 
copies of the free M-set M mapping by iterates of the monomorphism x tt xp. 
This is the codomain L of an obvious epimorphism v from a coproduct of 
those copies of M. Since L is locally cyclic, a right inverse of CJI would have 
to map it into one copy of M; and inspection shows that this would require 
a left inverse for p. As p has a right inverse, this contradicts the assumption 
that p is a nonunit. 
The same result for nonempty semigroups is a corollary. The same results 
for pointed sets follow by trivial changes in the proof. Similarly for semi- 
groups with 1 and 0 acting as identity and constant, if there is a third element, 
there is a nonprojective object; the proof is substantially the same, but the 
first case is the case of a group with zero. 
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We call a semigroup S left canonic if every pointed S-set is injective; left 
beatific, if every nonempty left ideal is principal with an idempotent gener- 
ator. 
1.2. Left canonic semigroups are kft beatific. 
Proof. Consider the free pointed S-set Sf- on one generator, which is S 
with 1 and 0 adjoined. Its proper subobjects are precisely the sets I u (0) 
where I is a left ideal of S. To be injective they must be retracts of St, and 
a retraction takes 1 to an idempotent generator. 
Now, evidently, S is left beatific if and only if every principal left ideal 
S’s is idempotent-generated and every nonnull union of principal left ideals 
is principal. The former condition means that there is an idempotent sx 
such that x E Sss. Given x = tsx, it follows that x .=: t(sx)” = xs.v; S is 
regular. The latter condition means that the principal left ideals are well- 
ordered downward. 
Recall the basic facts about solutions of xsx = x in a regular, or for that 
matter a nonregular semigroup. Perhaps x is not xsx at all. If it is. e _= ss 
and f = xs are idempotent, Se -= Sx, and .fS == xS. Conversely, if Sx and 
,xS are idempotent-generated, then for any such generators e, f, there is 
s == s(x, e,f) satisfying xSx = s, sx : 1 e, xs -f; see [I], or just write e as 
US and put s = euf. This s is determined by x, e, and f; it also satisfies 
cxs == s; and these four equations (for .xsx, sxs, s.x, xs) determine s. 
We shall use the ambiguous notation I*- for any solution of S.W =: x, 
.EKF -= X. In a left beatific semigroup, the idempotent generator xx of x5’ 
is unique, i.e., no tzuo idempotents generate the same right ideal. For if 
e EfS and f E eS we have ef == f and fe = e. But one of the left ideals Se, 
Sf, contains the other; we may suppose e E Sf, whence e == <f =.f. 
We shall call the idempotent XX generating xS the codomain of x, and any 
idempotent generator XX of Sx a domain of x. Kate (in left beatific semi- 
groups): 
1.3. For idempotent e, f, efe L= ef. 
1.4. ~ xyyxxy = xy and j~xyj% = yx. 
1.5. For idempotent e, xex is the codomain of xe. 
Proofs. 1.3 is trivial in both cases, e E Sf or f E Se. Then xyyxxy = 
xxxy~%xy = x%xy~y ::: xy and symmetrically. And xex = xe.?x = xe(xe)). 
THEOREM 1.6. A left beat+ semigroup S is left canonic if and only ;f 
each principal left ideal I has an idempotent generator e such that for x, y not 
in I, if SxeZ = SyeJ then xe% = yey. 
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Before proving 1.6 let us do two variants-to emphasize that they do not 
depend on it. 
1.1. Every nonempty S-set is injective if and only if S is empty or left 
canonic with 0. 
Proof. If S is left canonic with 0, every nonempty S-set has a singleton 
subobject. Given an extension problem A C B, f: A+ C, C nonempty, in 
case A is empty one need only map B to a singleton subobject of C. If A is 
not empty, choose a singleton 0: P-t A and f0: P -+ C to reduce to a 
problem in pointed S-sets. 
For the converse, given an extension problem in pointed S-sets, A C B, 
f: A -+ C, f extends to a morphism of S-sets if every nonempty S-set is 
injective, and the extension preserves the point since f does. Also every 
injective S-set has a singleton subobject. For every nonempty S-set to have 
a singleton subobject, S itself must be empty or have a singleton left ideal 
{e}. In view of 1.2, e must be a two-sided zero. 
1.8. For a monoid M, every unital pointed (nonempty) M-set is injective if 
and only if M is a left canonic semigroup (with 0). 
Proof. More generally, each pointed (unpointed) M-set A is injective if 
and only if the unital subobject MA is injective unital. If A is injective, its 
retract MA (a t+ la) is (even) injective. Conversely, in the unpointed case, 
consider an extension problem B C X, f: B + A. Of course f takes MB into 
MA. If f 1 MB has an extension g over MX, g and f define an extension of 
f over B u MX and one can finish by mapping remaining points x to g(lx). 
Exactly this construction applies in the pointed case too. 
Two last variants: With or without 1, if S has a zero, left canonicity is the 
necessary and sufficient condition for injectiveness of all objects in the 
category of (unital) pointed S-sets subject to Ox = 0, the base point. Suffi- 
ciency is trivial as in 1.8. If there is a noninjective pointed S-set A in which 
Ox takes various values p, , it decomposes into nonempty S-sets 
A, = {x: Ox = p,}, and the obvious argument works. 
Toward 1.6: We define the body of a left beatific semigroup S as the union 
of all subgroups of S; that is the union of the maximal subgroups G, around 
idempotents e. It is partitioned into segments by the equivalence relation 
Sx = Sy, and the segments are well-ordered by Sx 1 Sy. 
1.9. The body consists of all elements x whose codomain is a domain of x. 
Proof. If x is in a group G, , e generates the same principal ideals as x 
and is therefore the codomain and a domain of x. Conversely, if the codomain 
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f is a domain of x, we have noted that there is x such that XX = zx = f and 
xxx = I. Then the subsemigroup generated by s and x is a group. 
1.10. The idempotents form a left beat@ subsemigroup. Those within a 
segment form a left trivial semigroup. For e in a lower segment than f, ef = e 
and fe is in the same segment as e. 
Proof. For e in the same segment as f or lower, e E Sf and ef =z e. Then 
fe is idempotent and e L= efe E Sfe besides,fe t Se : same segment. 
We have not yet used the well-ordering of segments, only total ordering. 
Xow consider products g/l and lzg of two elements of the body, g E G, , 
Il E G, , Se C Sf. With the inverses g-l, lz- l, in the respective groups, one has 
g/zJl-lg-’ = gfg-’ = gg-l z e; so e EghS. As also gh = egh E eS, gh has 
codomain e. Similarly hm’eh (an idempotent by 1.5) is a domain of g/z. Either 
h-‘eh and e are in the same segment, or one of them is higher. We shall see 
that the latter case would violate well-ordering. Even if kleh is lower than 
c, we would have Ef lBI1 higher than E for another idempotent 1”: :_ h- leh 
and another group element H --: h -l; for HmlEH -1 h/T-lehh-l = fe, level 
with e. Either way there is HmlEH higher than E, everybody in Sf, H in 
G, . It follows that H -‘EH” is still higher. (The contrary assumption, 
1 = FI-2EHzH-1EII = H-ZEH’ :- r, implies HlH-’ -= HrHml, which simpli- 
fies to fIIplEHE =.fH ‘El-l; film’EII, 1 eve1 with EiFrEH, in SE, which is 
absurd.) Therefore Hm”f?II” is higher, and so on; a contradiction. This 
shows that k’elz can only be level with e, and g/l E G, . 
Similarly ?rg has codomain heh--l and e is one of its domains; it is in the 
same segment with gh and ,F. We have 
1.11. The body is a left beatific subsemigroup having the safne segments and 
the segments are congruence classes. The quotient is a semilattice. 
1.12. If x F Se then yx E Se if and only if y E Sxex. 
Proof. If y = yxex then ys :~- y,Ye (since e E Ss). If y.v = yxe, then 27 
cannot be in Sy; that would give s 7 xxyyx E Syx C Se. So we have ys yxe 
and y := y.xX; yxe% == yxt- z 3’. 
I. 13. If x and y have the same codomain and the same domains, so do sx and 
sy . 
Proof. Since xS =z yS, SES = syS; same codomain. Now, choosing a 
domain e == XX! = yy, my and yx are readily seen to be mutually inverse 
elements of G, . Since Ssx C Sx, any domain Xssx = d is in Se, and ~jsy = 
XSSXXY = dzy is in Gd by the proof of 1.11 (or by 1.11 and d = d2). So sx 
is a left multiple of it and of sy. Similarly, sy is a left multiple of sx. 
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1.14. x2 and x have the same codomain and the same domains if and only 
if x is in the body. 
Proof. Suficiency is obvious. Assuming the same codomain XX = x2x2 
and domains 3x, x2x2 in the same segment, we have x5 * XX = xxxxx% = 
-- 
xxx * x2x2x = xxxx = xx. And %xxx = xx2xzx = (5~)~ = xx. With domain 
and codomain in the same segment, x is in the body. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Suppose S is left canonic. Then Sf = S u { 1) u (0) 
is left beatific. For any principal left ideal I = Sd of S, define the relation R 
on S-t to consist of all (x, y) for which (0) x = y, or (I) x and y are in Z 
and have the same codomain and the same domains, or (2) x and y are not 
in I, and xdgx and xdq have the same codomain and same domains. In (2) 
xdxx is xd and has domain d( = dgxd). So xdq has domain d. Also yd E Sd = 
Sxdzy, so ydy E Sxdzyy = Sxds n Syji by 1.10. Hence ydyxdx = ydji, and 
R is symmetric in view of 1.13. It is obviously reflexive and transitive. By 
1.12 and 1.13, (x, y) E R means tx shares domains and codomain with ty 
whenever tx is in I(t E S+); so all (zx, zy) are in R, and the cosets form a 
quotient pointed S-set A. 
There must be a retraction ol: A *IA. The coset 1 will go to a coset 
a( 1) C Z and closed under multiplication. By 1.14, or(l) is a subgroup G, . 
Since Sor(1) = ol(S1) = IA, e is a generator; Se = I. Further, if x and y 
are in S+ and not in Z, and Sxex = Syey, then xexy has codomain xef (since 
xe%S 3 xexyS 3 xexy@S) and domain e (similarly). By 1.13, x and y are in 
the same coset a = xl = yl. Hence a(a) = xG, = yG, ; xe and ye have 
the same codomain. Thus S+ satisfies the condition in 1.6 (as it is obvious 
for Z = S+ or {0}), and so does S. 
For the converse, first, if each principal left ideal Z has a generator e, 
satisfying the condition in the theorem, then it has also a generator e satis- 
fying that condition and 
(*I If x $ I and Sxex = Se then xex = L 
For Z = S any idempotent generator will do. If Z is a proper ideal there is 
an idempotent f not in I, and we may take e = fe, . For (*), xex = ye,,7 
where y = xf, and e = fe,j. The other condition follows similarly from 
xef = (xf) eO(xf)-. (xf $I by 1.12.) 
It will suffice, by Zorn’s lemma, to show that for any extension problem 
A C B, f: A -+ C, in pointed S-sets, one can extend over any subobject P 
of B generated by A and one more element p. It suffices to retract P upon 
A. Let I = {s E S: sp E A}. If Z is empty, one need only retract Sp to the base 
point. If I is nonempty, let e be a generator satisfying the conditions above, 
and define a(xp) = xep for x E S u (1). This is well-defined at least on xp 
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in -4; there x = xe, a(xp) = xp. Elsewhere, observe that if xp = yp then 
sxp = syp and hence sx E I if and only if sy E I. For x not in 1, neither is y 
and, by 1.12, Sxex = Syey. By choice of e, xex = yey; so xep = xe%xp = 
yeyyp = yep. Then by definition 01 is a morphism, and with a(u) = a we 
have a retraction. 
There is another form of the characterization which seems to require less. 
1.15. A left beat& semigroup S is left canonic if and only if every principal 
left ideal I has an idempotent generator e such that, for each x not in I, 
(1) if Sxex = Se then xe% = e, and 
(2) for idempotent f not in Sxe%, fxex = xex. 
Proof. We saw in the proof of 1.6 that (1) can be adjoined to the condi- 
tion of 1.6. That condition implies (2) in view of 1.12. 
Suppose e satisfies (1) but some Y, y violate the condition of 1.6. Then 
yy cannot be in Syey; that would imply yy = (7~)~ = yyyyeyy = yye, 
y = ye. Thus y is not in Syey = Sxes. By 1.12, yx # Se. Now Syeyy == 
Sxexy, so the domains e andyxefy are in the same segment. By (1) yxe%y = e. 
So (yy) xe% = y . yxe%y . y = yey # xe%, violating (2). 
Remarks. The main remark is that I do not know whether (1) alone is 
sufficient. Not by a simple calculation like 1.15; that shows that the given e 
has the (seemingly) stronger property, but it is easy to see that condition (1) 
on a given e is not worth much. However, I have no noncanonic example in 
which every I has a generator e satisfying (1). (2) alone is not sufficient; there 
is a six-element counterexample in which 2, exchanges two lower idem- 
potents. 
2. From 1.6: 
2.1. If both S and So” are left beatific, both are left canonic. 
Proof. No two idempotents generate the same right or left ideal. 
These semigroups will be called bicanonic. Equivalently (it is clear), S is 
left beatific and reverses x are uniquely determined by x. (Even when non- 
unique, these x seem to be called “inverses” [3]; but we have some real 
inverses in groups G, , and also inverse semigroups, hence “reverse.“) To 
say that reverses exist uniquely is to say that S is an inverse semigroup [l]. 
Every semigroup S has, of course, a reflection in the subcategory of semi- 
groups having sufficiently many homomorphisms into inverse semigroups. 
If S is regular so is its reflection; a regular semigroup has an inverse reflection. 
For left beatific S there is a fairly simple description of the inverse reflection. 
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2.2. A quotient of a left beat@ semigroup S is left beati& and every idem- 
potent is the image of an idempotent of S. 
Proof. A left ideal in a quotient semigroup is always the image of a left 
ideal, so a quotient of S is left beatific. For x in S, XS = XZS; so the images 
of x and of XX generate the same right ideal, and if idempotent they are equal. 
Call two elements of S concurrent if they have a common reverse. By 1.4, 
concurrence is a congruence relation C. S/C is bicanonic, as follows. Left 
ideals of S are unions of concurrence classes, so S/C has the same left ideals. 
The idempotent generators of each were all stuck together by C, and by 
2.2 there are no new ones. Hence segments are groups and reverses are 
unique. 
2.3. The inverse repection of a left beat@ semigroup is its (bicanonic) 
semigroup of concurrence classes. 
Proof. A homomorphism preserves reverses; since they are unique in an 
inverse semigroup U, every S + U must be constant on concurrence classes. 
Let I be the subsemigroup of idempotents in S. For x in S let Z(x): I + I 
take each e to xex. 
2.4. Each Z(x) is a homomorphism. 
Proof. In case e E SZX, xexxfg reduces at once to xefx. In the other case 
XX E Se, both expressions reduce to xfz. 
By 1.4, Z also is homomorphic. The semigroup of all endomorphisms of 
I, already for a three-element chain I, need not be regular and its idem- 
potents need not generate a totally ordered set of left ideals. But by 2.2, 
Z(S) is left beatific, and its idempotents make up E(I). Accordingly, call an 
endomorphism h of I reversible if there exists an endomorphism h reverse 
to h such that hh and I;h are in Z’(I). Let conj I be the set of reversible endo- 
morphisms. 
THEOREM 2.5. For any idempotent left beatzfic semigroup I, conj I is a 
left beatific semigroup whose set of idempotents is Z(I), isomorphic with I. 
Proof. First, for i in I, Z(i) retracts I upon the monoid iI by et+ ie; 
so Z(I) is isomorphic with I. Next consider a reverse pair h, h in conj I; 
hh has the form Z(c), and c is hh(u) for any right unity u (a generator of the 
improper left ideal I). For i in I, h(i)c = hhh(i) hh(u) = hh(h(i)u) = hhh(i) = 
h(i). Hence hZ(i)h takes any e to h(ih(e)) = h(i) hh(e) = h(i)ce = h(i)e; 
hZ(i)h = Z(h(i)). Th ere ore f conj 1 is closed under multiplication, hhhh 
being Z(K(c)), and symmetrically. For idempotent h, h = hhh = hh% = 
hh * hh E Z(I); so li is idempotent, so h E Z(I). Then conj I is a regular semi- 
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group whose idempotents form a left beatific subsemigroup, and therefore 
it is left beatific. 
Let us note now, rather than in the middle of a proof: It is clear from the 
initial description of the reverses of an element x that (since codomains are 
unique) there is one for each domain d of x. That one (with codomain d) 
is d% for any reverse X. 
Also, a reversible endomorphism h induces an order-isomorphism from the 
segments below hh to the segments below hh. Hence in a left beatific semi- 
group the segment containing the codomain of a product xy is determined 
by the four segments containing the domains and codomains of x and y 
(in terms of ordinal arithmetic. One can of course give formulas.) Incidentally, 
the same is true of domains, e.g., because it is true by symmetry in the 
bicanonic reflection. 
THEOREM 2.6. d left beat@ semigroup with idempotentpart I and bicanonic 
rejection T is determined up to a unique isomorphism by the bicanonic reflection 
of conjugation 2: S --f conj I, which is an arbitrary homomorphism O: T--f act I 
inducing an isomorphism of ordered sets of left ideals. 
Proof. We know how to obtain CJ given S. We remarked along the way 
that S and T (hence also conj I and act I) have, in effect, the same left ideals. 
By 1.10, so do S and I; by 2.5, so do I and conj I; and Z (hence also u) 
is bijective order-preserving on segments. 
Given (T, define S* on the set of all ordered pairs (e, t), e in I, t in I’, e 
and tt in corresponding segments. Then Z(e) is in the same segment as the 
codomains of the elements s of u(t); so Z(e)s is constant for such s, i.e., the 
set Z(e) u(t) is a singleton. A product (e, t)(e’, t’) is defined as (eu(t)(e’), tt’). 
The first coordinate is [Z(e) a(t)](e’), a unique element of I in the same seg- 
ment as s(e’) for s in u(t). Since a preserves domains as well as codomains, 
t acts in the same manner on the codomain of t’ as s on e’; the product is 
in S*. Then associativity means ea(t)(e’) a(tt’)(e”) = eu(t)[e’u(t’)(e”)], which 
is true since u and u(t) are homomorphisms. 
S* is regular, any (e, t) and (d, t) b ein mutually reverse. The verification g 
reduces to eu(t)(d) u(U)(e) = e, which is true if the product is in the correct 
segment. That can be tested with similarly placed elements in any left 
beatific semigroup, and reduces to (xx)4 = XX. The idempotents of S* form 
an isomorphic copy of I (consisting of the (e, t) for which t is the unique 
idempotent in the proper segment); so S* is left beatific. 
Starting from S, we get an isomorphic S*, x in S corresponding to (~5, t) 
where t is the concurrence class of x. This isomorphism takes the insertion 
I -+ S to the above-described embedding I- S* and the reflection map 
S - T to projection S* - T. It is the only such isomorphism since an 
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automorphism of S over T fixing idempotents (hence codomains) must be 
the identity. 
Starting from (T we get a conjugation A’*. Its effect on (e, t) in S* (with 
reverse (d, t)) and i in I (with correspondent u in T) is es(t)(z) o(tu)(d), which 
is in the same concurrence class as u(t)( i ) , since we know it is in the proper 
segment. So Z* has bicanonic reflection u and the proof is complete. 
2.7. Every left beat@ semigroup is embeddable in a left canonic semigroup. 
Proof. Given S with idempotent part I and reflected conjugation 
a: T + act I, consider the following type of extension of I. Let D be a seg- 
ment and d one of its elements. Let R be the equivalence relation on elements 
below D consisting of all (x, y) such that dx = dy. Observe that any other 
d’ in D would define the same relation. An R-class lies in a single segment, 
by 1.10. 
Adjoin to I an element e, to be level with D, and an element for each 
R-class r, called er and to be in the same segment with r. Now products xy 
must be x unless x is higher than y. For y E I lower than x, there are sub- 
cases: if x E I we have xy E I; if x = e, xy is eR( y); if x = er, xy is eR(uy) 
for u E r, which is independent of u. Then, for x higher than e, xe = e and 
x(er) = er. For x higher than r but not higher than e, (i) e * er = er; 
(ii) x not being e, x . er = xu for u E r, which is xdu and is independent of u. 
Associativity of x . y . z comes in 25 main cases as x and y are distributed 
among (1) c higher than D, (2) e, (3) d E D, (4) f below D, (5) er. The 17 cases 
in which x is no higher than y give (xy)z = x( ye) = x unless z is below x. 
Also associativity holds if none of x, y, z are in (2) or (5). Then c - c’ * (e or 
er) is e or er however associated. (ec)f is eR(f), e(cf) is eR(cf), and dcf = df. 
(ec) er is er = e(cer). (ee)f = e(ef) and (ee) er = e(eer). (ed)f is eR(f), same 
as e(df). (ed) er = er = e(der). d . c * er is d . er either way, d . e . f is df, 
d . e . er is d . er. Concluding these cases, d . d’ * er is du or dd’u for u E r, 
the same thing. The other 8 cases cover c . e . z = e for z in (l)-(3), 
c*e*f=eR(f), c*e*er=er; c*d*e=cd, c-d*er=c.d.u for ucr, 
associative; c *f * e = df, c . f. er = cfu (= cfdu) for u ET; c . er . z = er 
unless z is below r, = eR(uz) for u E r in that case. And e . f. z = eR(f) 
unless z is below f, = eR(fz) then; e . er * z = er . z; d. f * e = df, 
d.f.er=dfunlessrisbelowf,=dfuforuErthen;last,d.er.z=d.er 
unless x is below r, = duz then (u E r). 
Forming such extensions successively for the segments D from the top 
down, we have I embedded in a left canonic idempotent semigroup J. We 
wish to embed conj I in conj J; roughly, to extend each h E conj I over J so 
as to take ear to the e, in the correct segment. But that overstates the require- 
ments (and exceeds the possibilities). Consider the appearance of h. Its 
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image is the image of hh, which is the monoid cI (hh being z(c)). Its kernel 
pair is the kernel pair of Ilh = z(d). F or any i E I, h(i) = h(A). The exten- 
sion ZZ must take those e, above or level with d to c (- h(d)), and e,y to 
h(de,r) == h(du) (U E Y), which is c/z(u). For lower e,, wc may and do define 
ZZ(e,) to be the correct eB (as far below c as e3. is below d). For e,,~ t J, for 
R E Z in the a-th segment, RU is constant as u varies in Y. Therefore Zz(g) 12(u) 
is constant as u varies in u; h maps r into an Z?-class h(r) of the /3-th kind, and 
we define H(e,r) = e&(r). 
H extends lz and treats segments correctly and therefore preserves products 
my = x and products of X, y both in 1. Each of the other cases (thirteen) is 
readily checked; H is an endomorphism. We have defined it for any h and 
thus have pairs ZZ, Z-I. ZZZZ(j) :=x HZ3(cj) =: cj (in case cj E Z and also in the 
other case rj = j), and similarly l?H = Z(d). So H E conj J. 
H is the only homomorphism extending h which takes every e, to e, or 
to c; therefore h - H is a homomorphism v: conj Z - conj J. Let C be the 
concurrence closure of the image of p: the inverse image of its image in 
act J. C is left canonic. For it is generated by the images of 2:‘: J- conj J 
and of q, the e, are canonic in J, and HZ(e,)H .= Z(H(e,)) (proof of 2.5) 
r(e,) when H is not a left multiple of z(e,). 
Construct S* after 2.6 on / and o followed bv the bicanonic reflection of 
v. The embedding Z- .Z induces a function S --r S* which is one-to-one 
because Z + J is and homomorphic because g, is. S* is left canonic because 
P: S* - conj J goes into C. 
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